The Fisher-Kerrigan family receives the Renaissance Brome Lake recognition award
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From left to right: Michel Delorme, Pierre Beaudoin, Marie-Andrée Leblond (artiste), Claire Fisher-Kerrigan, James Wilkins

The Fisher-Kerrigan family, an integral part of the Brome Lake community for five generations, was honoured last Saturday when they were presented with the Renaissance Brome Lake recognition award.

Starting with Sydney A. Fisher and his exceptional contributions to community life a century ago, to the work of Claire Fisher-Kerrigan, founder of the community newsletter Tempo and still active today, the initiatives to improve the life experience of the local community, including the quality of water in the lake, have been many and significant.

During its annual general meeting (AGM) held Saturday, April 30, Mrs. Fisher-Kerrigan, representing the family, received the honour and expressed her pride in being part of the Brome Lake community. Please consult the panygeric prepared by RBL on our website at www.renaissancelbl.com <http://www.renaissancelbl.com>, under the tab The organisation/Recognition Award.

Renaissance Brome Lake instituted this award to publicly recognize the remarkable contribution of an individual, a group of citizens, an organization, an activity or a project that seeks to improve the quality of the water in Brome Lake and its ecosystems and wetlands, whether through the restoration or conservation of ecosystems and vulnerable areas, promoting community awareness and public education about sound environmental practices, or enhancing the eco-tourism potential of the territory.